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Q: How to expose a WCF service from
ASP.NET MVC I'm new to wcf and I'd like to
use a wcf service in my MVC application to
do CRUD operations on a database. These

WCF services will be consumed by an
external application (there is no request I'd
like to make to the service). I assume we
need a http endpoint somewhere. Where

should we put it? Should it be the main site?
(where all my controllers are hosted and

called) Should it be a different subdomain?
(again, same controllers, but now a different
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url) Should I leave it as is? How to expose a
wcf service via asp.net mvc? I'm pretty sure I

do know the answer but I'd like some
pointers as to where to look and what I need
to search for. Thanks! A: OK, here is a few
pointers on how to use WCF from ASP.NET
MVC (partly copied from some code I once

wrote): How to: Use WCF from ASP.NET MVC
Introducing WCF services How do you

consume WCF services using.NET?
Regarding the above: WCF Services are
accessible via HTTP(s) WCF Services are

Odata enabled (provides structured data in
JSON and XML format) WCF Services are

meant for distributed scenarios where you
want to offload a task/work load to another
server. WCF services are accessible via an

HTTP endpoint You need to have a
configuration setup in your WCF services to

define all the contracts that you want to
expose and authenticate at the WCF service
Regarding hosting: By default, you can host

your WCF services in a Windows service
running on localhost You can also host in IIS
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but that is for hosting web applications, not
WCF services. You can host in a console
application Regarding the question: Is

ASP.NET MVC exposing WCF Services via
HTTP? How to: Use WCF Services from
ASP.NET MVC (well you answered that

yourself) A: The only question I have is: what
is the reason for hosting it in the ASP.NET
MVC website instead of actually making a
WCF service? Why not just make a WCF

service and host it somewhere else (or in IIS)
and
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